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Amplifying inorganic chirality using liquid crystals
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Taotao Zhuang *a

Chiral inorganic nanostructures have drawn extensive attention thanks to their unique physical properties

as well as multidisciplinary applications. Amplifying inorganic chirality using liquid crystals (LCs) is an

efficient way to enhance the parented inorganic asymmetry owing to chirality transfer. Herein, the univer-

sal synthetic methods and structural characterizations of chiral inorganic-doped LC hybrids are intro-

duced. Additionally, the current progress and status of recent experiment and theory research about

chiral interactions between inorganic nanomaterials (e.g. metal, semiconductor, perovskite, and magnetic

oxide) and LCs are summarized in this review. We further present representative applications of these new

hybrids in the area of encryption, sensing, optics, etc. Finally, we provide perspectives on this field in

terms of material variety, new synthesis, and future practice. It is envisaged that LCs will act as a pivotal

part in the amplification of inorganic chirality with versatile applications.

1. Introduction

Chiral nanostructures, referring to the mirror images that
cannot superimpose with the original ones at the nanoscale,
have drawn great attention on account of their promising
applications in enantioselective separation,1 optoelectronic
devices,2 chiral sensors,3 3D display,4 chiral catalysis,5 etc. The
chirality of nanomaterials is commonly observed by their

optical activity, manifested by various studies, such as circular
dichroism (CD) and circularly polarized luminescence
(CPL).6–8 CD represents the different absorption of left-handed
and right-handed light when circularly-polarized light passes
through chiral components. Generally, the anisotropic factor
(g-factor) is used for the quantitative analysis of chiroptical
activity, which is defined as g = Δε/ε = (εL − εR)/(εL + εR), where
Δε is the difference in molar absorptivity, ε is molar absorptiv-
ity, and εL and εR are the absorptivity to left-handed and right-
handed circularly-polarized light, respectively. CPL refers to
the different-handed circularly polarized light emitted from
the chiral luminescent system. The luminescence dissymmetry
factor (glum) is used to quantify the magnitude of CPL, and
glum = 2 × (IL − IR)/(IL + IR), where IL and IR are the intensities
of left-handed and right-handed circularly polarized light
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emitted by chiral materials, respectively.9 Currently, chiral
organic small molecules are dominating research objects in
the chiral material synthesis and applications because they not
only have simple and clear molecular structures but also
possess a wide variety and are easy to be derived.10,11

Unfortunately, these chiral organic molecules are mainly
based on various proteins or complex chemical frameworks,
resulting in high cost of synthesis, extraction, and purifi-
cation.12 In practical applications, materials with high g-factor
or glum values are demanded, but most chiral organic materials
are difficult to meet the requirements.13,14

Meanwhile, chiral inorganics have been regarded as emer-
ging candidates owing to their intense light–matter
interactions.15,16 However, the current usual strategy to endow
inorganic chirality – capping chiral ligands – limits the g-factor
or glum value within the range of 10−4–10−3.17,18 The values are
far away from practical demand, urgently needing amplifica-
tion. Additionally, some alternative strategies have been
reported towards the amplification of chirality in the nano-
material system. For example, supramolecular self-assembly,
an efficient and simple strategy, can arrange individual in-
organic nanomaterials into ordered structures.19–22 Tang et al.
organized Au clusters with CD but free of CPL into a uniform
body-centered cubic packing assembly, realizing remarkably
amplified CD intensity along with the appearance of the CPL
signal.23 Besides, plasmon resonance can significantly
enhance the chiroptical properties of molecules around metal-
lic surfaces because of the interactions between photons and
electrons at the surface of noble metals.24–28 Mishima et al.
proposed the example of using Ag nanoparticles to enhance
the CPL properties of meso-tetrakis-(4-sulfonatophenyl)por-
phyrin-cationic-surfactant complexes.29

Recently, an intriguing approach for amplifying chirality
through the co-assembly pathway, namely, the sergeant-soldier
rule, has been widely demonstrated.30 Using small amounts of
chiral dopants (i.e., the sergeant) enables a helical twist in
large volumes of achiral molecules (i.e., the soldier), which is
an efficient way to enhance the parented inorganic

asymmetry.31,32 This approach offers a stage to detect and
quantify nanomaterial chirality, as well as providing the huge
potential for future applications and developments.

Liquid crystals (LCs), the anisotropic, partially ordered
fluids, possess long-range orientational order and show some
fascinating properties.33 They are sensitive to the perturbation
of chiral dopants, and thus leading to chiral amplification.34

The addition of chiral dopants to nematic LCs induces the for-
mation of chiral nematic LCs (N*LCs).35 N*LCs are one kind of
quasi-one-dimensional photonic crystals, which have gained
much interest thanks to their fantastic optical properties
towards chirality enhancement, as well as their universal appli-
cability when combining inorganic materials.36–38 Enhanced
chirality can be credited to a chirality transfer process from the
molecular level to macrolevel, within the formation of
N*LCs.39

Amplifying inorganic chirality by LCs is a new and fantastic
research field, but faces many challenges, particularly the com-
prehensive understanding of chirality transfer. Thus, this
mini-review will focus on chiral interactions between inorganic
nanomaterials (e.g., metal, semiconductor, perovskite, and
magnetic oxide) and LCs. Herein, the recent progress of experi-
ment and theory researches, fabrication method, characteriz-
ation, and practical application about chirality enhancement
of nanomaterials by inducing LCs will be presented.

2. Fabrication and chirality evaluation
of N*LCs

As quasi-one-dimensional photonic crystals, N*LCs were
used to generate and amplify the chirality of nanomaterials
thanks to their fantastic optical properties and excellent
versatility.38,40 The formed N*LCs possess periodic helical
structures and can be confirmed by the typical fingerprint tex-
tures photographed using polarized light optical microscopy.41

Here, we will introduce the general fabrication strategies and
the most essential parameters for the chirality assessment of
N*LCs.

2.1 Fabrication strategies

The properties exhibited by hybrid N*LC systems are consist-
ent with their fabrication methods; herein, only inorganic
dopants are discussed. As long as one component is chiral, the
chirality of the hybrid systems can be induced, whether the in-
organic dopants are chiral or not. Thus, a wide range of hybrid
N*LCs can be produced by molecular design and assembly.
The general fabrication strategies of N*LCs will be introduced
as follows (Scheme 1). Initially, if the host LCs are chiral,
N*LCs could serve as chiral sources, enabling other achiral in-
organic components to encapsulate or incorporate into the
chiral LC host.42 On this occasion, the embedded part pos-
sesses unique physical functions such as photoluminescence
and magnetism. For example, inorganic emitters with high
photoluminescence quantum yield often function as inorganic
dopants. To obtain CPL with large glum values, the inorganic
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emitters are always located at the centre of the photonic
bandgap (PBG). However, the fluorescence intensity emitted by
the systems would be depressed because the light wavelength
at the centre of PBG cannot propagate through the photonic
crystals. On the contrary, when locating inorganic emitters at
the edge of PBG, the fluorescence intensity will be enhanced
because the light passes through it at a reduced group velocity
owing to the resonant Bragg scattering. CPL will always occur
because N*LCs provide chiral hosts for inorganic emitters.
Thus, designing the system properly to gain both large glum
values and high emission intensity is extremely important.
Furthermore, when inorganic components are chiral, as well
as being capable of twisting the helixes of LCs, the inorganic
phases can directly function as chiral dopants to induce the
helix structure in achiral LCs.43 In this case, the chirality will
be transferred from functional nanomaterials to surrounding
LCs, as a consequence of which, the overall chirality will be
amplified by several orders of magnitude. Additionally, if host
LCs are achiral, while the incorporated inorganic functional
nanomaterials have no ability to induce chirality, the extra
addition of chiral dopants is necessary to form N*LCs.44

Similar to the first case, the induced N*LCs provide a chiral
environment for the functional components.

2.2 Critical parameters

The key factor for chirality amplifying via N*LCs is to form
helical structures, induced by the chiral dopants in the LC
matrix. Handedness, as well as helical pitch, are the most com-
monly used parameters that are used to characterize the N*LC
system.

2.2.1 Handedness. Handedness stands for the direction in
which the molecular rotates along the spiral axis, including
the left- and handed-rotations.45 The handedness of N*LCs is
determined by the configuration of chiral dopants interacting
with the LCs, independent of chiral dopants’ handedness. The

handedness is evaluated by the Cotton effect, which is
measured by CD or CPL spectra commonly. For a typical CD or
CPL spectroscopy, the positive signal symbolizes the left-
handed rotation, while the negative signal is corresponding to
the right-handed one. When blended with chiral dopants,
N*LCs will form a helical structure by self-organizing, mani-
fested as the selective Bragg reflection of lights. CPL with the
same rotation as the N*LCs is reflected, while CPL with the
opposite rotation is transmitted.46

2.2.2 Helical pitch. Pitch (p) is defined as the distance of
360° rotation of the helix, representing the degree of spatial
interactions between chiral dopants guest and N*LC host,
which can be calculated by47,48

p ¼ 1=ðβee � cÞ;
where β refers to the helical twisting power (HTP), which, rep-
resents the ability of chiral dopants to induce the formation of
helical structures in achiral LC host.49 ee refers to the enantio-
meric excess, and c refers to the molar concentration. The
helical pitch of N*LCs is commonly determined by the
Grandjean-Cano wedge cell method.44 It can be adjusted by
the number of chiral dopants, external stimuli, including heat,
magnetic field, and electric field.

3. Inorganic chirality generation and
amplification in N*LCs

The combination of inorganic components and N*LCs will
bring many fantastic properties. The induced N*LC phase
turns out to be an excellent host, providing a chiral environ-
ment for inorganic nanomaterials to generate and amplify
chirality. Understanding the generation and amplification
mechanisms of chirality is essential for designing new chiral
materials based on N*LCs. In this section, four main kinds of
inorganic dopants will be discussed, including metal, semi-
conductor, perovskite, and magnetic oxide.

3.1 Metal

LCs are highly suitable candidates for studying the mechanism
of chirality transfer from chiral molecules or interfaces to the
surrounding environment. Chiral plasmonic nanomaterials
are capable of achieving adjustable chiral photoelectric per-
formance, precisely regulating chirality transfer and amplify-
ing the system chirality.50,51 A vital issue to be addressed is
how far the chirality transfer is from a chiral matrix, especially
a chiral nanoscale surface, to the bulk, and whether the shape
or size of the nanoscale surface matters. As illustrated in
Fig. 1A–D, Taizo Mori et al. synthesized gold nanoparticles
capped with three different chiral ligands and varying in size,
curvature and ligand density, to regulate chirality transfer
from the surface of nanoparticles to the bulk LC medium.52

They proposed that the helicity and chirality transfer efficiency
of axial chiral binaphthyl derivatives can be controlled by the
surface of metals and finally achieve precise regulation.
Anshul Sharma et al. used cholesterol ligand to synthesize

Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of the synthetic fabrication of in-
organic-doped N*LCs. (A) Encapsulating or incorporating achiral nano-
materials into chiral LCs host. Achiral nanomaterials include emissive
dopants and non-emissive dopants, which are represented by green and
yellow balls, respectively. (B) Using chiral nanomaterials with strong
helical twisting power (HTP) to induce chirality in achiral nematic liquid
crystals (N-LCs) directly. (C) Combining achiral nanomaterials and N-LCs
with extra addition of chiral dopants.
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chiral gold nanoparticles. They prepared a uniform chiral
nematic LC system for the detection, understanding, and visu-
alization of chirality transfer from inorganics to the surround-
ing bulk.53

Obtaining a high dissymmetry factor is an essential issue in
studying chiral materials. In general, molecules close to the

plasmonic surface will exhibit plasmon enhancement,
enabling enhanced electromagnetic field and exciton plasmon
coupling. Since the surface plasmon resonance effect of metal
nanomaterials can significantly amplify the chirality of sur-
rounding chiral species, it is deserved to the extent that the
chirality amplification is based on surface plasmon resonance
systems. As illustrated in Fig. 1E–I, researchers designed a
powerful method to realize chiral amplification via desymme-
trization of plasmonic nanoparticles to nanorods.43 Combing
the chiral molecules with Au nanorods induces a tighter spiral
distortion in the host LC, achieving a significant amplification
of the hybrid chirality.54

3.2 Semiconductor quantum dot

Colloidal semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) display a unique
quantum confinement optical effect in UV-visible-NIR wave-
length with extensive tunability, high photostability, high
quantum yields, and other properties.55 Notably, by imparting
chirality or constructing a chiral environment in the QD
system, vigorous chiroptical activity such as absorption and
emission of circularly polarized light at the wavelength corres-
ponding to the exciton transitions could be achieved.56,57

Many research works on the hybrid systems, composed of in-
organic QDs and N*LCs, are emerging and showing the com-
bined advantages such as flexible tunability and high stability.
In 2011, Shibaev et al. chose CdSe/ZnS QDs as fluorescent
dopants and prepared cholesteric fluorescent systems by
doping glass-forming photoactive cholesteric LCs, prelimina-
rily demonstrating the properties of optical tunability of
CPL.58 It should be noted that it is the first report using in-
organic semiconductor QDs as emitters in chiral hybrids. After
that, Nabiev et al. developed polymer-stabilized LC materials
with a wide PBG by doping CdSe/ZnS QDs and chiral photo-
chromic dopants, realizing the selective light reflection of CPL,
as well as the tunable glum values via conformational changes
in the helix structure of N*LCs.59 Ghosh et al. embedded QDs
into a one-dimensional N*LC photonic cavity and achieved the
selective CPL enhancement by overlapping the emission of
QDs with the edge of the stopband.44

In recent years, the cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) photonic
films have also been demonstrated to be extraordinary chiral
hosts for the organization of semiconductor nanomaterials
due to their chiral nematic structures.60 Functional CPL-active
materials can be constructed by inducing semiconductor
nanocrystals (NCs) into the CNC, reflecting CPL with left-hand-
edness and emitting right-handed one because of its inherent
left-handed helical structure.61,62 As illustrated in Fig. 2A–C,
Liu et al. induced CdSe/ZnS QDs into self-assembled chiral
photonic CNC films to realize both left-handed CPL reflection
and right-handed CPL emission with full-color tunable wave-
lengths.63 A superior |glum| value of 0.31 was achieved by tai-
loring the overlap between the PBGs and the emission of QDs
with an additive of glycerol. In the same way, Sun et al. realized
the CPL-active solid films by co-assembling CdSe/CdS
quantum rods with the left-handed CNC templates.64 Through
the electrostatic repulsion of cellulose nanocrystals in the

Fig. 1 (A) Illustration of the hybrid N*-LC structure with addition of the
axially chiral binaphthyl-capped Au nanoparticles. (B)–(D) UV-vis and
CD spectra of the chiral Au in cyclohexane for Au–R1 and Au–S1, Au–R2
and Au–S2, Au–R3 and Au–S3, respectively. Adapted with permission
from ref. 52. Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. (E) Illustration
of chirality amplified by doping small amounts of chiral gold nanorods
into the LC host. (F) The structure of LC 5CB. (G) The structure and size
of Au nanorods. (H) Comparison of chiral transfer efficiency. (I)
Relationship between p−1 (μm−1) and the concentration (wt%) of Au
nanorods. Adapted with permission from ref. 43. Copyright 2018,
Springer Nature.
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aqueous suspension, the PBG was adjusted to be overlapping
with the photoluminescence bandgap, resulting in a |glum|
value as high as 0.45. This work extended the semiconductor
fluorescent dopants from zero-dimension to one-dimension.

3.3 Perovskite

Halide perovskites have specific advantages such as narrow-
band emission peak, high photoluminescence quantum yield,
and wavelength tunability, and thus leading to attractive CPL
when combined with a chiral host.65,66 Constructing perovs-
kites-doped N*LC system is an efficient way to avoid lumines-
cent quenching induced by the ligand.67 As presented in
Fig. 3A–D, chirality can be introduced into perovskite NCs by
stacking N*LCs with predefined handedness onto the surface
of inorganic perovskites.68 By using the N*LC film as a selec-
tive filter, CPL with a large glum value of 1.6 was transformed
from the unpolarized light emitted by perovskites NCs. When
stacking the perovskite layer on the N*LC film with right-hand-
edness, the upward light reflected right-handed CPL while the
downward light emitted left-handed CPL after across the N*LC
films. Taking the L-CPL for example, the half of L-CPL passes
through the R-handed N*LCs directly, while the rest is
reflected by the L-handed N*LCs and followed by passing
through the R-handed N*LCs. It works as the same way for
R-CPL. Fully chiral light luminescence can be achieved with a
100% circular polarization conversion efficiency in theory
because of the selective reflection of N*LC films.

Additionally, N*LC matrix-doped with perovskite nanocrys-
tals and upconversion nanoparticles can be used to enhance
the upconverted CPL.69 When CsPbBr3 NCs were adjusted to

the center of the PBG of N*LCs, the CPL activity can be
obtained in this system, as well as a large glum value
(Fig. 3E).70 Moreover, by locating the emission spectra of
upconversion nanoparticles at the edge of the PBG, the upcon-
verting emission has been significantly enhanced. In this case,
CsPbBr3 NCs reabsorbed the enhanced emission of upconver-
sion nanoparticles and thus improved the emission of
CsPbBr3 NCs by radiative energy transfer. In other words, a
large glum value of 1.1 and enhanced emission was achieved by
steering the PBG.

3.4 Magnetic oxide

One of the most outstanding properties of LCs is the distri-
bution of the optical axis in the LC layer and can be regulated
by an external electric or magnetic field, and thus controlling
the state of polarized light passing through the LC layer.71

However, only when the magnetic field reaches a high value
does the optical axis of the LC rotate. Therefore, the idea that
LCs doped with magnetic components to enhance the

Fig. 2 (A) Illustration of R-CPL emission and L-CPL reflection by co-
assembling ZnS/CdSe QDs with CNCs. (B) CPL spectra of QDs-doped
CNC photonic films. (C) Transmission spectra of hybrid CNC films and
photoluminescence spectra of QDs dispersion. Adapted with permission
from ref. 63. Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 3 (A) The fabrication progress of N*LCs stacked perovskite NCs. (B)
POM images of N*LCs films with left- and right-handedness. (C)
Transmittance spectra of N*LCs film. (D) Photoluminescence spectra of
the CPL system with and without polarizing filters. Adapted with per-
mission from ref. 68. Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. (E) Appropriate
amounts of CsPbBr3 NCs and upconversion nanoparticles were incor-
porated into N*LCs, enabling upconverted CPL by the radiative energy
transfer process with a voltage-force regulated switch. CsPbBr3 NCs
and upconversion nanoparticles were located at the centre and edge of
PBG of N*LCs, respectively, to achieve both high glum values and emis-
sion intensity. Adapted with permission from ref. 70. Copyright 2020,
Wiley-VCH.
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magneto-orientational response was proposed.72 CNCs would
spontaneously self-assemble into a highly ordered chiral LC
phase at a proper concentration, enabling to tune the chiral
nematic phase under an applied magnetic field. For future
application, it is a great challenge to control the CNC assembly
under a low magnetic field, needing to induce magnetic
domains. As shown in Fig. 4, Zhu et al. decorated the CNCs
with Fe3O4 nanoparticles (Fe3O4/CNCs) to improve the mag-
netic response of the hybrid system, which can tune helical
pitch using an ultrasmall magnetic field.73 Lanceros-Mendez
et al. reported the straightforward and inexpensive fabrication
of the CNC/CoFe2O4 through evaporation-induced self-assem-
bly using water as the dispersing agent.74 CoFe2O4 nano-
particles with high magnetization not only decreased the
optical transparency and enhanced thermal stability but also
induced a higher magnetization value.

4. Applications

As mentioned above, the construction of a chiral inorganic-
doped LC system has turned out to be one of the most
effective approaches to introduce, visualize and amplify chiral-
ity, enabling them to be the practical candidates for appli-
cation. Currently, although the study of amplifying inorganic
chirality by LCs is just at the infant stage, they are still indis-
pensable parts in many fields, e.g., encryption, sensing, and
optics. For encryption, they have been attempted to optical
labels; in sensing, they have shown great potential in fluo-
rescent nanosensors used for amino acid and humidity detec-
tion; in optics, they are used as array microlens. Herein, we
will address the most representative reported examples.

4.1 Encryption

Induced N*LCs with CPL activity are able to reflect CPL in a
particular direction, while allowing the transmission of oppo-
site-handed CPL.75,76 Therefore, constructing an encryption
system by utilizing the circular polarization ability of the cho-
lesteric LC films is attractive.77 For example, Liu et al. exhibited
an optical coding label and information storage by coupling
polyethylene glycol-stabilized ZnS/CdSe QDs with CNC photo-
nic films (Fig. 5).63 Under the natural light, the QR pattern can
be seen clearly when the circularly polarized filter with right
handedness was covered, while disappearing under a circularly
polarized filter with left handedness because CNC films have
the nature to reflect L-CPL and transmit R-CPL. Moreover,
when irradiating with UV light, the implied fluorescence was
emitted by the QDs from the optical label; the QR code pattern
can be seen more clearly under the right-handed circularly
polarized filter compared to that under the left-handed one
because the transmittance of CNC films for R-CPL was higher.

4.2 Sensing

The stimulus-responsive character of LCs promotes the inheri-
tance of their properties in chiral inorganic-doped LC hybrids.
The interactions between the stimulus and chiral components
change the chirality, manifesting as the change of g-factor and
glum values.78,79 Typically, CD and CPL spectra enable quantify-
ing the degree of the stimulus. As presented in Fig. 6A, Liu
et al. fabricated the chiral photonic cellulose film via the co-
assembly of CNCs, upconversion nanoparticles, and glycerol.80

As a sensor responded to the humidity when the relative

Fig. 4 (A) Synthetic scheme of self-assembly progress of chiral Fe3O4/
CNC@CNCs films. (B) The relationship between the pitch of chiral struc-
ture and the applied magnetic field. (C) CD spectra for Fe3O4/
CNC@CNCs films with different applied magnetic fields ranging from 7
to 15 mT. Adapted with permission from ref. 73. Copyright 2020,
American Chemical Society.

Fig. 5 (A) Photographs of optical coding labels based on the CNC film
without or with different-handed circularly polarized filters under natural
and UV light. (B) transmittance and (C) Photoluminescence spectra of the
CNC films under L- and R-circularly polarized filters. Adapted with per-
mission from ref. 63. Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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humidity increased, the PBG of CNC/glycerol laminate films
red-shifted from 505 to 581 nm (Fig. 6B), because of the strong
hygroscopicity of glycerol.81 In the circumstances, the
increased L-CPL emission occurring at 450 nm was resulting
from the decreased overlap between the PBG and the upcon-
verted emissions at that wavelength and thus causing
decreased |glum| values. In brief, when exposed to different
relative humidity, the film exhibited stimuli-responsive upcon-
verted CPL emission with the change of |glum| values (Fig. 6C).

In addition, the formation of chiral nematic structure can
markedly amplify the fluorescence emission, as a conse-
quence, the detection limit is reduced, and the nonlinear
response is enhanced. As illustratively shown in Fig. 6D–G, Xu
et al. reported free-standing fluorescent sensors by embedding
gold nanoclusters (AuNCs) in a chiral nematic CNC film.82

AuNCs–CNC exhibited fluorescence emission with chiroptical-

modulation in the red region through the coupling effect of
stopband- and band edge-emission. When the concentration
of 2,4,6-trinitrophenol solution added dropwise to the AuNC–
CNCs was increased, the clear fingerprint formed on the film
became darker under 365 nm UV illumination. The fluo-
rescence quenching was caused by an electronic energy trans-
fer and charge transfer process when the electron-deficient
nitroaromatic was exposed to the electron-rich amine-functio-
nalized AuNCs.83

4.3 Optics

LCs can be used to create optical lenses by utilizing short
helical pitch chiral nematic LC polygonal textures.84–86

Incorporating the chiral molecules into nematic LCs can lead
to the formation of a biconvex lens underwater. For example,
Jákli et al. used chiral ligand-capped Au nanoparticles doped
LCs to spontaneously form converging microlens arrays, as
illustratively shown in Fig. 7A–D.87 When the N*LC film was
utterly immersed in water, concentric rings with different
background birefringence colors will appear, which indicated
the shape of the lens. Meanwhile, when the number of chiral
Au nanoparticles increases, the variation of the birefringence
colors and the number of rings will increase, which is consist-
ent with the focal lengths of these lenses. Eventually, the pat-
terns as well as their inverted images will be seen.

5. Conclusion and perspectives

In this review, the generation and amplification of inorganic
chirality in N*LCs, as well as the current applications are ela-
borated. When chiral elements are doped, N*LCs will be gener-
ated by self-organizing into one-dimension periodic helical
structures, manifesting as enhanced chirality. Inorganic nano-
materials with different types will offer unique properties and

Fig. 6 (A) Illustration of humidity responsive upconverted CPL based on
CNC photonic film doped with glycerol. (B) Transmittance spectra and
(C) glum curves of the glycerol laminate film at different relative humidity
values. Adapted with permission from ref. 80. Copyright 2019, American
Chemical Society. (D) Photograph and (E) SEM image of a AuNC4–CNC
film fingerprinted by 2,4,6-trinitrophenol solution. (F) Fluorescence
spectrum of the AuNC4–CNC composite film with different 2,4,6-trini-
trophenol concentrations. (G) The stability test of the AuNC4–CNC film
in ethanol solution. Adapted with permission from ref. 82. Copyright
2016, Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 7 (A) Side and vertical views of the direction configuration of
N*LCs in the lens-shaped droplets. (B) POM images of Au nanoparticles
doped N*LCs lenses with different concentrations of Au ranging from
0.03 to 0.3 wt%, which is consistent with the number of fringes ranging
between 1 and 18, respectively. (C) The optical ray tracing and the geo-
metry of Au doped N*LC lens. (D) Patterns along with their inverted
images at Au-nanoparticles-doped lens. Adapted with permission from
ref. 87. Copyright 2021, American Chemical Society.
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universal applicability to diversify chiral materials after com-
bining with LCs. Based on the recent progress, the perspec-
tives about current challenges and future directions in terms
of material variety, new synthesis, and future applications of
inorganic-doped N*LCs are outlined as follows:

(1) Material variety. Up to date, inorganic materials used
as functional components within inorganic-doped N*LC
system are mainly non-emissive chiral dopants and emissive
achiral dopants. For non-emissive chiral dopants, they are
commonly capable of inducing the helical structure in
nematic LCs. Whereas for the achiral emitter-N*LC hybrid
system, the addition of extra chiral dopants is necessary for
the generation of chiral environment. Therefore, developing
new chiral inorganic materials with considerable HTP values
is still a big challenge. What is more, recent researches are
relying on the induced N*LC phase; other LC phases such as
chiral smectic-C phase (SmC*), twist-bend nematic (NTB),
and blue phase (BP*) are expected to be seen in future
investigations.

(2) Novel synthesis strategy. Thermotropic and lyotropic LCs
are used as a host to assemble the functionalized inorganic
nanomaterials varying in size, aspect ratio, and shape,
enabling to control the inorganic location (such as the edge or
centre of the PBG) with the formation of helix structure via the
co-assembling approach. The novel strategies to obtain in-
organic-doped N*LCs with considerable chiral transfer
efficiency or high glum values are desired to be explored.

(3) Application. Compared with other chiral structures, the
stronger chirality of inorganic-doped N*LCs enables them as
proper candidates for practical applications. Despite the fact
that the study on amplifying inorganic chirality by LCs is at
the infancy stage, they have already become an indispensable
part in many fields, e.g., encryption, sensing, and optics.
Future efforts in this field need to experience the evolution
from fundamental researches to commercial utilizations.
When combined with inorganic emitters, extensive CPL signal
will appear based on the chiral inorganic-doped LC hybrids,
which, we believe, is the best opportunity to realize this
transition.

In summary, the combination of inorganic domains and
LCs will act as a pivotal part and create vast opportunities in
the chiral research field.
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